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No-one with an ounce of decency or feeling for fellow human beings can fail to have been
moved by the terrible images from Ukraine which have been filling our television screens
for the last few weeks.
It is almost as if we are suddenly back to the dark days of the Second World War when
the very notion of a free world was threatened by the pure evil perpetrated by Adolf Hitler
and his Nazi henchmen, costing the lives of millions.
Born in the mid-1950s, I am fortunate enough to have lived through the longest period
of more or less permanent peace in Europe – despite undeniably bloody conflicts in the
Balkans, Northern Ireland and elsewhere.
Naively perhaps, I always imagined that wars in the 21st century would be confined to
the likes of the Middle East or the less stable states of Africa, far away from the cradle of
democracy and freedom which has presided over decades of peace across much of the
European continent for more than 70 years.
How wrong I was. Putin has shattered that complacency with his bloodthirsty assault
on a sovereign nation, killing innocent men, women and children and forcing millions
from their homes in the greatest refugee crisis since the Second World War. Russia, with a
deadly arsenal of nuclear weapons, is now a pariah state, and the free world is holding its
breath on a daily basis.
What have these appalling events to do with Business Works magazine, you may well
ask? Well, consider the following....
Russia’s brutal attack on Ukraine is nothing less than a battle between a gangster state
which thrives on violence and threats and a sovereign nation which simply wants peace
and self-government. It is a conflict between the values of a ruthless dictatorial regime and
a neighbouring nation wedded to the notion and benefits of Western-style democracy.
It is not over-fanciful to suggest that the Putin terror, if ultimately successful, is
endangering the very values we champion within these pages every quarter – the
entrepreneurial spirit, the free market, the right to live and prosper in a free, democratic
world.
Every quarter we attempt to shed light on the endeavours of determined individuals
who are pursuing their dreams of a better future for themselves and their families. They
run the risk of failure, of course, but as Midlands entrepreneur Kit Barber memorably
points out within these very pages: “As long as you learn from failure, it is not really
failure. It is just another lesson in taking the right direction.”
As I write these words in late March the tragedy of Ukraine
is still unfolding. But whatever happens the world cannot allow
the brutal actions of a ruthless dictator to crush the values of a
Western civilization which still allows entrepreneurs and their like
to follow their dreams – and create wealth rather than enforce the
misery of war, let alone the prospect of apocalypse....
Jon Griffin, BW Editor
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UKRAINE WAR
BRINGS NEW
ECONOMY
CONCERNS

BLACK COUNTRY SUCCESS STORY

By Johnathan Dudley, Crowe’s Midlands &
South West Managing Partner and Head of
Manufacturing Business
The current events in Ukraine will have significant short
and longer-term effects on a commercial economy that was
only just beginning to recover from the effects of the global
pandemic.
Apart from the rather immediate effects of increased oil, gas
and commodity prices and the temporary adjustment to global
listed markets there are already a number of other issues
emerging.
Business leaders are discovering that there are Russian or
Belarussian products or services in their supply chains, which
are now subject to blockages, caused by economic sanctions,
and will require urgent secondary supply sourcing to maintain
services to their customers.
These businesses, and also those with Russian or Belarussian
customers, are having to urgently get to grips with the
requirements of the economic sanctions being imposed by the
UK government and make sure that they don’t inadvertently
fall foul of them.
Shortages already present in supply chains in terms of ‘strategic
metals,’ energy and semiconductors will only become even
more prevalent. With prices then set to rise, this will fuel the
inflation already being endured by the UK and global markets
following the quantitative easing applied during the pandemic.
We can also expect further interest rate rises and an increasing
demand to manage profitability and business cashflow in a
continuingly changing economic environment.
Businesses need to be able to be agile and to ‘pivot’ their offer,
products or services and even the overall business model to
survive and thrive in uncertain times, similar to how businesses
had to respond to the uncertainty brought about by the
pandemic.
What should businesses affected by the ongoing events do?
In May 2020, Crowe produced a suite of material titled
‘getting back on a new and safe track’. Though geared
towards recovering from the pandemic, they offer a range of
tips, tools and advice.
The key messages around ‘stabilisation’, ‘health checking’ and
‘functioning successfully,’ as they applied to the pandemic,
are just as relevant in the current circumstances. It’s essential
to have a close hold on the key performance indicators of a
business to enable you to react to changes when necessary.
Our team is experienced in helping businesses adapt to
challenges so that they can continue to run smoothly. If
you would like to find out more about Crowe and how
we can help your business get back on a new and safe
track email me at Johnathan.Dudley@crowe.co.uk
For more information about Crowe,
visit www.crowe.co.uk

A continuing strong market for property saw a substantial growth
in revenues at Bond Wolfe’s second auction of 2022 with total
sales of more than £23 million – including a former Black Country
Methodist church.
The Moorlands Methodist Church on Hydes Road, West Bromwich,
sold for nearly four times its £175,000 guide price at £670,000.
The March auction was more than £5 million up on the previous
auction in February and saw 168 lots sold out of 181 offered, a
success rate of 93 per cent.
The livestreamed event produced some remarkable audience figures
with 662,914 page views, 151,712 virtual tours of lots, 36,025 legal
documents downloaded and 25,549 viewers logging in to watch
the auction live.
Bond Wolfe chief executive Gurpreet Bassi said: “While global
uncertainty surrounding huge issues like the Ukraine war, oil prices
and interest rates continue to rock the economy, it is reassuring to
see that property is still seen as a safe investment.
“We got off to a good year in our February sale with revenues of
£17.7 million but were delighted to have seen a substantial growth
to more than £23 million in our second sale of the year.
“The popularity of Bond Wolfe auctions speaks for itself both in
terms of the sales made and the incredible statistics that have
emerged.”
The Black Country success story continued with a quartet of
neighbouring houses converted into flats at 117, 119, 121 and 123
Tettenhall Road in Wolverhampton, which all sold prior to auction at
thousands of pounds above the various guide prices.
Commercial properties saw healthy sales prices too, with a twostorey former vets surgery at 456 to 458 Hagley Road West in
Oldbury selling prior to auction for £485,000 – more than £200,000
more than its guide price of £275,000 plus.
Strong bidding also produced an impressive result for a threebedroomed, semi-detached house at 108, West Park Avenue in
Northfield, Birmingham, when it sold for £216,000 – well over four
times its guide price of £50,000 plus.
Bond Wolfe sells properties from across the UK for all sorts of
reasons, an example being a two-bedroomed, mid-terraced house
at 54, Wheatfield Road in Northampton with a £140,000 plus guide
price which was sold on behalf of receivers for £160,000 plus.
Mr Bassi added: “These impressive results once again show that
there is a resilient interest in properties across the UK and that it is
an ideal time to sell quickly by auction.” l

Record prices recorded in plush
Birmingham suburb as Davidson
becomes number one agent
Davidson Estates – with Redditch-born Ben Davidson at the
helm – has clocked up a string of record prices in a plush
Birmingham suburb to bolster its market share in one of
the city’s most sought after areas.
The Birmingham city centre estate agent became the
number one agent for February in the Midlands capital’s
Edgbaston area after successfully selling seven properties in
a matter of weeks.
The increased activity – with sales associate Daniel Miles
leading on most of the sales – has also seen Davidson
Estates taking on 12 new instructions in its core area,
equating to a top market share of 14.6 per cent.
The boom in activity comes as a huge demand for a low
supply of housing has seen record prices for properties in
the B5, B15 and B16 postcode areas.
These include a four-bedroomed detached house on
Selwyn Road listed at £650,000 which received seven
offers, with five of them either for or over the asking
prices, before the vendor settled on a sale.
Meanwhile, a two-bedroomed ground floor flat at Jacoby
Place on Priory Road sold for its asking price after just 11
days in a cash-only sale while a two-bedroomed apartment
on Niall Close was sold within four days subject to contract
after six offers.

Ben Davidson, the founder and director of Davidson
Estates, explained how the Rightmove statistics for the
February 1 to 27 February period had clearly positioned his
company at the top of the league.
He said: “There is a real shortage of properties in the prime
areas of Edgbaston, and that means that we have been
able to attract some really competitive offers.
“For the right kind of houses, apartments and flats, there
are buyers out there willing to at least meet, and in many
cases offer more than, the asking prices. In short, there has
never been as good a time to sell, as huge demand means
that Edgbaston properties are regularly recording record
prices.”
Davidson Estates has now refurbished and reopened its
head office at 14a Frederick Road in Edgbaston, while it
also has another office at Unit 2 in Liberty Place, Sheepcote
Street, near Birmingham city centre. l

Top PR tips
This issue we share PR and communications
advice from the experts. Take note of
the top tips below and see how they can
support you and your business
• Define your brand personality – and don’t be afraid to use it. It’s not about
features and benefits, it’s about who the brand is, what its values are, and
how it communicates. Even the most professional and traditional brands
can afford to be a bit cheeky or comical in the right medium. People engage
or buy most often on a feeling, and how a brand makes them feel, with
brands that harness this often being the most successful. Gabriella Fryer –
Marketing & Communications Manager, H&W Chamber of Commerce.
• Research, research, research! Knowing your target audience is crucial when
you’re communicating with your base. Make sure you’re sending them
content they’re interested in, at a time of day that suits them and on a
channel they engage with – otherwise your hard work could go to waste!
Rachel Kent – Head of Campaigns, Content and Causes at Ecotricity.
• A mix of channels increases effectiveness when combined with others – the
more opportunities to experience your message, the better. Sarah Hunt –
Corporate Communications Officer (Recruitment) West Mercia Police.
• My advice is simply you have to stick with the PR process and never give
up. It takes a lot of knocking on doors of journalists to get PR and they’ll
be a lot of disappointments on the way, but ultimately only by getting to
know the media can you really boost your public profile and this takes time.
I’ve found far too many expect great results too quickly. Have faith in the
process and learn and you’ll get there. Michael Nolan – Legal PR Expert,
Nolan PR.
• Invest in digital marketing – despite the obvious challenges currently facing
all businesses, now really is the time to invest in your digital marketing
where possible. More people than ever are working from home on laptops,
making their purchases online and using social media to stay in touch with
friends and family, so now is the perfect opportunity to invest in improving
your PPC advertising, social media engagement and website performance.
By investing in OLPRO’s digital marketing, we saw a 105% increase in sales
and a 49% increase in website traffic during 2020. Jack Barnett – PR &
Digital Marketing Manager at Olpro.
• Focus on engagement above all else. Regardless of whether you’re putting
together a press release, posting on social media or updating marketing
copy, ask yourself: is this interesting? It can be hard to be strict with yourself,
but the bottom line is that only content that engages your audiences should
be shared. If you struggle to pique the interest of your audiences, start with
why. For instance, if you’re launching a new product, your press release
should focus on WHY the product is going to help people and what it offers
them. Em Branson – PR, content and social media specialist.
• Don’t be afraid to shout about your successes. As long as you don’t disclose
business-critical information, the more buzz you can create around your
brand, the better. Your competitors won’t be able to use the info to steal
clients if you are certain of your offering’s quality. Clare Nicholls - Editor,
Catering Insight.
• Have the exact same username on all your accounts you can use https://
namechk.com/ to check what social channels your username is available
for. Dan Creasey, European Enterprise Marketing Manager, Panasonic
TOUGHBOOK.
For more about Ruby and the Pay as you go PR firm head to
www.youdobetter.co.uk
or contact Ruby direct at: ruby@youdobetter.co.uk or 07891 777464.
You Do Better | Pay-as-you-go PR.
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NOT THE
ME SHOW
Kit Barber tells Jon Griffin why he is no autocrat

A

t a youthful 40 years old, Kit Barber is
the driving force behind a multi-million pound
empire spanning photography, fitness, financial
consultancy and property, providing livelihoods for
around 40 people throughout the Midlands.
Not that he is one to boast about his serial
achievements. “It’s the good people I have got
around me – it is not the me show, it is the
everybody else show. It is all about the personnel
that work with you.”
Neither is Kit an autocrat nor a fan of the old
school Alex Ferguson hairdrier management
approach. “My management style is giving people
ownership and responsibility so that they can run
the business how they see fit.
“It is the opposite of micro-management. There
is no way you can micro-manage a big group
of people, it doesn’t work like that. It is about
coaching and supporting the higher up managers
so that they can coach and support the lower
down managers who then coach and support the
day to day operators.”
Kit freely admits that he gets his biggest kick
from seeing his staff develop their own careers.
“I really enjoy all the different businesses and
I think the commonality is working with the

different teams, seeing how you can affect their
performances.....I am only successful because of
the people around me.”
There is, perhaps, a touch of understatement
about this genial entrepreneur’s assessment
of his business philosophy. After all, he is the
man whose original visionary flair has ultimately
provided employment for dozens of workers from
Leamington to Birmingham, and from Leicester to
Cheltenham over the course of a varied 20-year
business career.
Or maybe he is just one of those fortunate
people who genuinely love what they do, with
quality of service the key to success. “I have learnt
as I get older that it is about providing value, and
then money comes with it. You get feedback, if
the money is not coming in, you are not providing
the value. I really love what I do, I do not think of
it as work.”
It would seem that Kit and his teams are clearly
providing that necessary value across his Venture
Studios photography business, his Harbor Lite
business investment arm, his K and S property
concern through to his Energie Fitness gym
in Cheltenham. Life is busy and varied for the
businessman who learnt to make money from
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the stock market when he was a mere
teenager.
“I was dabbling in stocks and shares
when I was 14. I made decent money and
I continue to make decent money as an
extra thing – it was just a hobby. I thought
I would be a stock trader at one point, or a
marine biologist, or a forensic pathologist,
or a photographer, I wasn’t quite sure.”
Ultimately, photography proved to be
the career choice which would put Kit on
the road to today’s multi-faceted business
career. “I went down the photography
route because I didn’t want to do seven
or eight years as a PhD. I started making
money from photography when I was 17.
“I started as a freelance, a one-man band

bw-magazine.co.uk

doing extreme sports and motor sports. I
have always had a big love of motorbikes.
I was originally going to do marine
photography but it was prohibitive in terms
of costs.
“It was mainly press and magazines.
I made a decent living for my age. The
lifestyle was good and the money was OK
but I think long-term it wasn’t a sustainable
job that I wanted to do forever. I actually
got offered a job on the Guardian as a
full-time staffer and it was £9,500 a year
to work in Central London....supply and
demand, I guess.”
Kit’s decision to avoid the Fleet Street
rat race and set up roots in the Midlands
would eventually prove a wise choice. As

the national newspaper industry continued
to battle with plunging circulations with
the Internet era decimating much of the
print media, the young freelance was
making significant strides ploughing his
own furrow.
“When I was 21 I decided to change my
craft and become a portrait photographer,
because I could see that there was probably
more commercial legs in that in the UK. I
bought a house in Hinckley when I was 21
with a 100 per cent mortgage and then I
took out a humongous loan and started
with my first photography studio, when I
was 22. It was based in Leamington Spa
and we did the loan through the then
Department of Trade and Industry.

“The loan was for £250,000 and I paid
it back quicker than was required. We got
work through marketing and advertising
and then it snowballed. If you deliver a
decent service, then people will come
back. The first studio in Leamington was
great but very big and very expensive, so
I learnt quite a strong lesson of keeping
my overheads lower. The unit was costing
£100,00O a year in rent and rates and that
is a lot of stuff to sell just to break even.
“It was great having loads of staff but
there were also very high overheads. You
find you are working very, very hard to pay
everybody else apart from yourself. A few
years later we moved just around the corner
to a slightly smaller unit which was off the

main High Street, so the costs were halved.
That was a massive learning curve in terms
of cost control.”
Today Kit’s Venture Studios empire has
grown to incorporate bases in Birmingham,
Leamington and Leicester – and the former
one-man freelance has diversified his
photographic interests further. “Having all
the portrait studios, I then formed another
company, Obskura Kreative, and we do
commercial, high-end, brand photography.
“It tends to be a lot of luxury and spa
brands, say the product launch of a new
after shave. Most of the work is done out
of our Birmingham studio – we have got a
team of five and that is videography as well
as photography.”

Kit diversified his business operations
once again when he launched a separate
company, Harbor Lite Ltd, specialising in
business investment and “based in the
ether,” as he explains.
“It is either investing into a company
directly through cash or it tends to be more
helping a management team improve
their performance, improve their staff
capabilities, their retention, their training so
that it increases the company’s bottom line.
“I set that up a decade ago, I have
worked with quite a few different
companies, some big, some small, to help
improve their performance. Sometimes I
will just invest in the company itself and
will buy shares and other times it will be
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to consult with the management teams to
help improve their bottom line. It’s business
coaching, effectively.”
Ever on the lookout for other business
opportunities, Kit expanded his business
interests further more recently as Covid
threatened to bring the economy to its
knees. “During the Covid period I went
shopping to have a look at who wasn’t
doing too well and who was and I came
across a brand called Energie Fitness.
“The plan was to buy a couple of gyms
that had gone bust during Covid because it
was a tricky time for gyms and the fitness
industry. I came across Energie Cheltenham
during Covid – it had closed down so I took

‘‘
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over. The plan was to launch one gym in
each town where I have got a studio.
“I did the due diligence and took
over the gym last year. It was really risky
coming out of Covid – it’s a challenging
business but it’s really rewarding as well
seeing a lot of our members go from being
unhappy because of their body or their
mental health, and then giving them the
ability to train, the confidence, it is really,
really rewarding. It is high service level,
just like our studios. A lot of people are a
bit nervous going to the gym, so there is
support to help them. Our oldest member is
81, the youngest is 16.”
The fourth arm of the Barber business

“A lot of people are a bit nervous going to the gym, so there
is support to help them. Our oldest member is 81, the
youngest is 16.”

empire is his K and S Property firm, which
he describes, again with that trademark
understatement, as “more of a hobby.”
“It buys property, does them up and sells
them on. I set that up three or four years
ago.”
Kit emphasises that his various business
interests are separate entities. “It is not all
integrated. They are their own islands in
the sea.”
But to continue with the analogy, it’s
clear from talking to Kit Barber that he
is very much the man with a business
footprint on each island, however much he
chooses to delegate to his trusted managers
and the rest of the staff.
“My wife jokes that I enjoy collecting
businesses and I think maybe there is an
element of truth there. This is why I find it
weird talking about myself because a lot of
the team do not realise some of the other
things I do, because they are quite separate.
“I used to be money-led but I do not
think that I am any more. I would say I am
more success-led. My perception of success
is seeing team members within my business
flourish and grow, I get a real kick out of
that.”
So what are the future ambitions for
a businessman who has achieved a great
deal at a relatively young age, despite his
apparently sanguine and self-deprecating
attitude to success? “I am constantly
evolving. I read a lot, I try and be the
poorest and thickest person in the room
so that you learn from people who are far
more successful than you.
“There is always somebody more
successful than you, someone that is further
down the line, someone who has done
things better in different ways and you try
and learn and have a level of openness.”
Notwithstanding the successes of others,
it’s probably fair to suggest that Kit Barber
– who learnt how to make money from
the stock market when he was just 14 and
now heads a multi-million pound business
empire across the Midlands – is unlikely to
be the poorest or thickest person in any
room any time soon.
Or as he explains his business philosophy:
“As long as you learn from failure, it is not
really failure. It is just another lesson in
taking the right direction.” l
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The future is bright as
growth continues for
Bishop Fleming

CONVERSATION WITH OUR
NEW PHOTOGRAPHER,
MICHELLE MORRIS
PHOTOGRAPHY
Michelle is English and French and has been a
professional photographer for the past 15 years at
Michelle Morris Photography
www.michellemorris.co.uk
When did you first get into
photography?
My mother, Margit, was a photographer
so I’ve grown up with photography. I used
to love going through the contact sheets
(remember those?) whenever she’d done
a photo shoot. She bought me my first
proper camera when I was 18 and I’ve been
taking photos ever since.
Who is your favourite photographer/
who inspires you?
It has to be my mother! My mother
was one of the first French female
photographers on a film set. She always
managed to get her clients to relax in front
of the camera and the results were always
spectacular (and very French!).

How would you describe your
photography style?
I’m often told that my photographs have
a unique style making them instantly
recognisable. I would describe my style as
vibrant, natural and relaxed.
What’s your favourite thing to
photograph?
I love photographing people and I’d say my
superpower is getting people to relax in
front of the camera. I love natural portraits
and the company of my clients, I think this
comes across in my photos.
Where is home for you and where do
you work?
I live on a farm in the gorgeous Teme Valley
in Worcestershire with my husband David,

1 - 3 College Yard
Worcester
WR1 2LB
01905 732100
www.bishopfleming.co.uk

our daughter Livvy, our doggies and lots of
farm animals. The farm has become my
studio. I couldn’t wish for a better setting
– whether it’s photographing families on
Farm Photo Experience shoots or business
headshots, it’s a perfect background for my
style of photography.
What do you like most about being a
photographer?
Everything! I love meeting people, whether
it’s families on the farm or business
professionals. I love seeing my clients’
delight with their photos and I love seeing
my photos on display, whether it’s as wall
art or in a magazine like BusinessWorks!
What did you do work-wise before you
started your photography business?
I used to have a completely different
career! I studied law at university and
specialised in human rights. I worked for
the United Nations for 15 years in various
countries including Haiti, Rwanda, Burundi
and Bosnia. In 2006 I met my husband
David, moved to Worcester (where David
was living at the time) and decided to
follow in my mother’s footsteps and
become a professional photographer.
When you’re not taking photos, where
can you mostly be found?
Our farm is a working farm so there’s
always something that needs doing. In
the spring you’ll find me bottle feeding
orphan lambs, which I have to say is my
favourite job on the farm! I love walking
the doggies, I love swimming and if the
weather’s right I might even go for a run! l

We are committed
to the Midlands
and supporting
businesses that
are part of our
community, says
Chris Walklett of
Bishop Fleming

Leading West Midlands firm Bishop Fleming
continues its fast-paced growth as it strives to
be the most rewarding accountancy firm in the
UK for its clients, people, and communities.
From a regional base, the firm has a national
focus and an international reach through its
membership of Kreston Global.
Currently ranked the 30th largest firm in the
UK by turnover, Bishop Fleming is continuing
to expand rapidly, and its Worcester office is
currently on track to record 30% growth this
year alone.
Coupled with this, the firm grew its overall
headcount by nearly 20% and now employs
over 420 people across its seven offices in the
West Midlands and South West.
As part of this people-growth, the business
has seen its greatest trainee intake to its
bespoke apprenticeship programme this year
and has welcomed several new partners. At
the heart of its people strategy is a new hybrid
working model that enables its people to work
flexibly and from home.
Chris Walklett, Partner at Bishop Fleming’s
Worcester office explained: “Our headcount in
the Worcester office alone, has grown by 11%
in the last 12 months to date. Several factors
have helped us to achieve this; our people are
at the heart of our business, and we believe
attracting and retaining the right people is a
vital component to our growth plans. The
diverse level and complexity of the work we
deliver for clients demands that we build the
very best teams of people.

“This year we have introduced a new
Wellbeing strategy focusing on 4 strands:
physical, mental, social and financial
wellbeing. We also aim to improve our
inclusion and diversity and have launched a
new strategy which is focused on increasing
female representation at senior levels,
improving our ethnic diversity and better
representation and support for our LGBTQ
colleagues.
“Our new strategies will enable us to recruit
and retain the best people as we continue to
grow.
“We’ve been expanding out of
Worcestershire for quite some time and
continue to reach further afield to offer our
deep sector expertise. This aligns will our
commitment to deliver the very best client
experience, and we are committed to the
Midlands and supporting businesses that are
part of our community; this is what sets us
apart.
“We have ambitious plans for our future.”
Bishop Fleming is the number 1 auditor
in the UK for Academy Trusts and has been
ranked as a Top 5 Accountancy Firm to Work
For as part of the Best Companies rankings in
2021. It is also ranked in the Top 25 Midlands
Best Companies to Work For.
Bishop Fleming are expanding and have
roles in Worcester and across the business
from school leaver apprentices through to
experienced hires and Partner level. To find out
more, visit bishopfleming.co.uk/careers l
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Safety
Helen Groves shares food
safety recipe tips with Jon Griffin

H

elen Groves sits in a bustling cafe in Worcester city
centre and reflects on life over the past couple of years.
“I ended up with more work during lockdown than I
have ever had... I think part of it is everything went online
and virtual so people were maybe looking for support
through LinkedIn and Facebook, social media, rather than
going to a networking event, it was a bit strange.
“Thankfully I got to help lots of businesses through the
pandemic with my COVID risk assessments that I updated
each time the regulations changed.”
Networking in person or spreading the word virtually,
Helen is an expert in her own specialist field of food
safety, running her own consultancy business from her
home in Pershore. Food Safety Logic does what it says
on the tin, and she has built up a variety of clients from
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prestigious Oxford colleges to small sandwich shops and event companies to
help them tackle the demands of keeping food safe.
As a fully qualified Chartered Environmental Health Practitioner Helen
knows what she is talking about. And as someone who believes she was once
deliberately poisoned out in India during her travelling days, food safety is
clearly a subject dear to her heart. But more on that later...
Helen set up Food Safety Logic in 2018 following a varied career path
embracing jobs in the holiday industry, hospitality, local authorities and other
roles, in addition to satisfying her wanderlust across India, Nepal, Australia,
Thailand, New Zealand, Indonesia and other exotic locations. It’s been a long
and winding road – quite literally – from trekking in Nepal to inspecting food
hygiene in Oxford colleges, as she explains.
“I set up the company because I like helping people, sorting out products,
building a relationship with a business and getting them to be the best they
can be. The reason my business is called Food Safety Logic is that my original
thought was that I wanted to make food safety simple, demystify it, because
there are a lot of myths around food safety.
“Many people think that you can just go into a business and close them
down but there has to be an imminent risk to health like a pest infestation or
something really serious. A lot of my work is around reassurance. It is not just
about complying with the law, it is about keeping customers safe.
“Whenever you order food, potentially if people don’t wash their hands or
the food is not at the right temperature or those sort of things, it can make
customers ill – that is my main drive with the business, keeping customers safe.
“The first thing I do with a new business is a food safety health check –
similar to a car MOT – and from that short audit I can work out the general
standards, and if there are any problems, or any issues, I can also give them
recommendations for improvement.”
Hospitality and catering have been in Helen’s blood ever since her
upbringing in Lancashire which eventually saw her undertake a catering and
hotel management course at college in Oldham. “I have always liked cooking,
baking, all that sort of thing.
“I suppose I was attracted to the hospitality industry because it is a people
industry. I went to Leeds Polytechnic and did a Higher National Diploma in
hotel management and then I transferred to a Bachelor of Science in hospitality
management. I didn’t do A levels, I went for more of a vocational route.”
The twenty-something Helen combined her vocational pull towards the
hospitality industry with a love for travel, taking herself off to France for six
years working for summer holiday firms, ski companies and managing hotels.
“I went travelling in 1997-98, I did an around the world trip – I went to
India and trekking in Nepal. A friend wanted to go to India and I wanted to go
to Nepal, so I said let’s go together. But she got really ill and went home, which
left me in Nepal on my own.
“Later I decided in my infinite wisdom to travel from Delhi to Mumbai by
myself overland on a train. I do not know to this day why I did it. It was just
awful, I was there as a 27-year-old woman travelling on my own.
“I met a lady on a train and she said: ‘I have got this bed and breakfast
place, come and stay with us.’ I went to this place, I was the only person
staying there, it was so rundown and old. I think that they poisoned me – I was
stuck there and I had to keep paying them money. I could not leave the room, I
was there for a long time, about 10 days.
“Later on a bus I met a really lovely couple of Indian ladies with a load of
children and they took me under their wing, and told me not to eat from the
roadside cafes to avoid getting ill. They had all their home-made chapatis and
bread for the kids and they shared it with me – it is little things like that that I
will never forget, they were really kind.”
Helen eventually found herself in Sydney, Australia, working in the bagel
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industry. “The company offered me the
opportunity to get a visa to stay out in
Australia but I think because I had been
away for a long time and I was on my own,
I decided not to do it.
“It was like one of those pivotal
moments in your life. I have always
wondered what would have happened if
I had stayed, but I didn’t. I always think
don’t regret stuff, you have to make these
decisions in your life. That is quite similar
to running your own business because you
have to make decisions and not regret it,
you just move on.”
Her travelling days behind her, Helen
moved to Pershore after meeting her
husband whilst working for a spell in
London for the ASK restaurant chain, a
role which would eventually provide an
introduction to the world of food hygiene
with a job as a food safety adviser.
Meanwhile, she was combining
practical work experience with further

studying, enrolling for a Master’s Degree
in Environmental Health at Birmingham
University. “When I finished my course, I
got a job as a student environmental health
officer with Birmingham City Council.
“I did that for two years – the timing was
absolutely perfect because I qualified in July
2008 and my daughter was born in August
2008. I had my maternity leave and then
got a job nearer to home with Bromsgrove
Council as a part-time environmental health
practitioner.”
Around four years later an amalgamation
of council departments saw Helen working
for Worcestershire Regulatory Services,
overseeing environmental services, trading
standards and licensing across six local
authorities in the county. It’s a role she
pursues to this very day, combining her
council duties with running her own Food
Safety Logic business.
“I have been working there for 12
years. The beginning of the week I run

my business as a consultant and for the
remainder I still work as an environmental
health practitioner. Because my business is
so aligned with what I do in my other job it
is quite advantageous because I still get all
the updates, I know what is going on in the
industry, I am up on all the regulations – it
is not at all counter-productive.
“In the council role I am a generalist
so I don’t specialise whereas in my own
business, I just do food safety. I am
qualified to do health and safety, but it is
just not my thing.”
To avoid any conflict of interest, Helen
has built up her client base away from
Worcestershire. “I do training but not
consultancy in Worcestershire because
there could be a conflict of interest with
my other job, so all my clients are based
elsewhere. I keep it very separate.
“I have got some quite prestigious
clients, I work with a couple of the Oxford
colleges, St John’s College and Somerville
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College. I also do work through another
consultancy, as an associate.
“I have done some really interesting
projects with them, including producing a
food safety management system for a farm
that are pasteurising their own milk and
then selling it from a vending machine on
the farm. I have just done another one with
a company that have started to produce
kimchi, or fermented cabbage, to sell in
shops and online.
“If someone says to me who is your ideal
client, really it is somebody who needs help
but they are not big enough to have their
own food safety person so they have me, I
am part of their team.”
Helen can find her work taking her
into the inner sanctum of a variety
of businesses, from delicatessens to
restaurants, colleges, hotels and others.
Meanwhile, she is also branching out
further into the digital world.
“At the moment, I am promoting an
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app, which is a digital food safety diary
and I am trying to get businesses interested
in that. Everyone is going digital in some
form. I also write blogs for my website
which is a brilliant way of getting people to
know you and know that you are expert in
your field.
“I think that one of the things I have
really learnt is that nobody is going to
buy something from you if they don’t
know you. People are constantly getting
in contact with me saying ‘do you want
this, do you want that?’ I just think ‘who
are you, I don’t know you, I don’t know
what you do, I don’t even know if you are a
proper company.”
Helen says Food Safety Logic is
‘progressing well.’ “I have had to learn
about all the different aspects of running a
business – I didn’t really do any social media
before – and then the accounting, and
all those sort of things. I really believe my
business kept me going through Covid....it

is all about learning new stuff.
“My aim at the moment is to get more
ongoing work – you work with a business
and deliver four audits a year or you do
some refresher training at some point in
the year – it’s not just all new, waiting for
the next client and you never know when
that is going to happen. I would also like to
employ associates who could do the audits
and training.
“I love doing this. The bit that I like the
most is that you get in your car, you meet
the business owner, you are finding out
about their company, your hear their story
and how they got there, and you are really
helping them and doing something positive
that is tangible.”
Clearly, the environmental health expert
who can still recall that food poisoning
episode in India all those years ago is
now devoting her energies to the wider
concerns of public food safety – a logical
step, you might say... l
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FIVE CENTURIES

OF LEGAL EXPERTISE
Suzanne Lee shares 470 years of legal history with Jon Griffin

I

n her trademark matter of fact manner
Suzanne Lee declares: “We are the oldest
firm of solicitors in the country. We date
back to 1556.”
Typically, in the very next breath,
Suzanne brushes aside any thoughts that
Kidderminster-based mfg solicitors are mired
in the past. Rather she proudly states that
they continue to maintain a vibrant presence
on the West Midlands legal landscape nearly
470 years after the firm’s foundation.
“One of my concerns when I was
appointed as the first female managing
director was the weight of all that history
and how terrible it would be if the firm
failed to thrive under the first female in
control!”
Modestly, Suzanne confirms her concerns
can also be consigned to history.
“We are not brash, we are not loud, we
do not tend to blow our own trumpets,
but we have a reputation for being good
lawyers and good employers. We are
thriving, we are a significant presence in the
West Midlands legal sector.
“Longevity helps in any industry. In
professional services that longevity, and
our success, is down to our clients and the
great service our people provide to them
throughout Worcestershire, Shropshire,
Birmingham and beyond. That great service

is all about the great people employed in
this firm.”
The light touch is never far away during a
conversation with Suzanne, a latecomer to
the sector who began her legal training at
41, rose to managing director and will soon
hand over the reins to a new MD whilst
taking on a short-term boardroom role as
chair of the Kidderminster firm.
As she reflects on the firm’s history: “I
was not employed, back then (1556), I
hasten to add. Our firm like most law firms,
has evolved significantly since 1556.
“It was originally established in Bewdley.
Back then, Bewdley was bigger than
Birmingham as a centre of economic activity.
Letters then were regularly addressed
Birmingham near Bewdley, spices were
brought up the River Severn to Bewdley, it
was quite an economic powerhouse at one
point.”
The proud history of the firm which
today trades under the mfg banner has
been written by Jim Quinn, a former
Senior Partner with a national reputation
for working in the agricultural field whose
detailed book “A Chronicle of County
Lawyers” recalls the origins of the company
which grew to become one of the UK’s most
enduring legal practices.
Jim, now in his 80s and still working part-

time for the company, writes: “What seems
clear is that the firm in Bewdley, under
whatever name, goes back many centuries.”
And centuries later, mfg is still evolving,
as Suzanne reveals as she outlines its
latter-day history. “When I first joined in
the 1990s, we had many offices, including
Bewdley, Stourport and Kidderminster. The
partnership decided in 2002 that we should
close down Bewdley and Stourport.
“There was an outcry because there was
a genuine concern that clients would not be
prepared to travel to Kidderminster (from
Bewdley). Since then, we have reduced
from some eleven offices to our offices
now in Kidderminster, Worcester, Telford,
Bromsgrove, Ludlow, and Birmingham City
Centre, employing just over 200 people.”
One of those mergers – with longstanding
Birmingham firm Pearson Rowe – provides a
clear insight into the principles and values by
which mfg operates, as Suzanne explains.
“We were not planning a move into
Birmingham, but a fortuitous opportunity
presented itself. The Management Board
were flexible enough to see and grasp that
opportunity.
“Pearson Rowe were a longstanding
Birmingham practice with a good reputation
but much smaller than our firm. Succession
planning is so difficult for smaller firms –
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we get approached a lot, but we are quite
particular. The culture must be the same,
you have to like the people. That culture
remains the backbone of our firm.”
That emphasis on office culture and
ensuring that any acquisitions are in the
best interests of both parties seems to have
paid handsome dividends at mfg, where
turnover hit £12.3 million last year for an
organization with forty-three partners and
one hundred and seventy staff across six
offices.
“Our turnover of staff is a lot lower than
the average. We have long-serving staff,
both as partners, fee-earners, and support
staff. We have quite a few staff who joined
us as juniors, worked their way up the ranks
and are now significant fee-earners, which
is amazing.
“I am a collegiate person and I do not
think there would be anybody in the
firm who would disagree with that. Our
management team operate in a collegiate
manner, and I believe that culture permeates
throughout the firm.”
Like many organizations across the UK
and internationally, the management team
led by Suzanne found themselves working
out how to navigate their way through the
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biggest medical emergency in 100 years
when Covid-19 struck two years ago.
“In the first lockdown, we acted very
quickly to provide laptops and technical
support for most people. Whilst we did
have to furlough many support staff (
during the lockdown period) we were able
to rely on a very motivated and talented
group of staff within each office that
ensured that the firm was effectively able to
maintain pre covid work output.
“I think that was our strength really, the
fact that we had the ability to transform
working practices so quickly and retain a
few people on site to process necessary
documentation.
“When Boris Johnson told us all to go
home that was all very well but there were
so many people in the middle of moving
house, the civil courts continued to operate
(remotely) and there were a lot of corporate
and commercial transactions continuing.
“I think we grew up a bit. Before the
lockdown, we were really nervous about
people working from home en masse.
Would the IT stack up? Would they work?
Of course, they did, on both counts.”
Suzanne believes the lessons of Covid
have given mfg a clearer vision of the future

for both the company she leads and the
workplace in general.
“I think it brought forward the way
we are going to have to think about how
people want to work for us. A lot of people
are looking for flexitime, are looking to be
able to work from home on some days.
Others prefer to come to the office – we
must take account of what they want to do.
“We are going to make sure as a board
that we accommodate what people need
but still provide our great client service.
That flexibility will however need to facilitate
the management of our practice and the
ongoing training of junior members of staff
who do need that sense of belonging and
the feeling that they have someone to turn
to from a professional point of view.
“Our view is that if you are productive,
and your clients are happy then it can work.
I can see moving forward that it seems
unlikely that we could ever expect staff
to be in the office full-time particularly if
they are fee-earners. It is a bit different for
support staff because we need them to
maintain the necessary office facilities and
document production.”
Suzanne may be firmly a collegiate
operator – she stresses she is certainly no

autocrat in her role at the helm of mfg – but
her path to the top has hardly been the
textbook rise of a career legal professional.
After leaving school she worked in
commercial roles at Kodak and Unilever
for several years in Hertfordshire and
Leicestershire, giving her a career hinterland
away from the legal world.
“I didn’t even do A-levels because Kodak
were paying such a phenomenal amount of
money in the 70s. I was senior staff by the
time I was 21. I have broader experience
outside the law – you don’t always need it,
but it helped me.”
By 1990, and with two children aged six
and seven, she was looking for a way into
law. “We had enjoyed a nice lifestyle as
a family, and I thought I am going to get
my own nice lifestyle – I am going to be a
lawyer.
“I started off doing a four-year part-time
law degree at Wolverhampton University
in 1992. I had to remortgage my house to
fund my legal practice course, which is a
one-year full-time course.
“Morton Fisher, as they were then, offered
me a training contract in Kidderminster. I
was so focused and determined. I wanted a
professional career. I was a trainee at 41, not

perhaps the oldest trainee in the world but
knocking on the door.”
But the mid-life trainee who became
managing director never let success turn her
head. “I am not on an ego trip. My skills
are suited to the role I am doing. I am a
completer and I like people – I have always
got on with my colleagues in whatever role
I have had. I carry authority within the firm,
but I am not an autocrat, and it works in the
best possible way in my humble view.”
Notwithstanding her impressive
career trajectory at mfg, Suzanne is
more comfortable talking about the firm
and its prospects rather than her own
achievements, as she looks forward to the
next chapter in her life.
One highly visible achievement is the
Kidderminster office premises – Adam
House, a prestigious building on the
outskirts of Kidderminster and a former
carpet showroom from the town’s carpet
heydays.
When Suzanne first viewed this building
some 10 years ago it had lost much of its
former glory. Under her vision and direction
mfg acquired the premises, Suzanne oversaw
its renovation, and it is now a highly visible
expression of the success of the firm. But

Suzanne does not dwell on this achievement.
“In July I step down as managing
director and Maynard Burton steps down
as chair. There is a new MD who has been
shadowing me since January, Andrew
Davies. I am still a fee-earner and will go
back to being a contentious probate lawyer
full-time. I will become chair for a year and
after that, I am quite happy to step back.
“We think we have really planned well for
the future. I think the board can now think
far more openly about how they push the
firm forward even more. If you run too fast,
you end up in trouble, particularly if you
start making acquisitions and mergers.
“If you do it for the sake of it then you
end up with a different cultural base for the
firm and things can start to unravel and that
has not happened to us. Our culture is key –
we have spent quite a long time developing
and nurturing it – we don’t intend to lose it
if at all possible.”
It would seem that the solicitor’s firm
which can be traced all the way back to
1556 is set to embrace a promising new
post-Covid future. Jim Quinn may have to
sharpen his pen fairly soon to update the
illustrious history of the oldest legal firm in
the land... l
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Leading independent
fostering agency wins SME
business of the year 2022!
Units 1, 6 & 7 Croxted Mews,
286A-288 Croxted Road,
London,
SE24 9DA
0800 989 0135
www.banya.co.uk
joinus@banya.co.uk

Banya has provided
safe havens
for more than
7,000 vulnerable
children since it
was established in
1996, and is now
recognised as a
significant national
social enterprise

When former social worker and
psychotherapist, Nyasha Gwatidzo and her late
husband, Dr. Paul Soper, set up Banya more
than 25 years ago, they identified a need for
specialised attention and healing for abused
and neglected children that simply wasn’t
available in the mainstream sector at the time.
Since then, Banya has grown from a small
start-up in South London to a significant
national BAME fostering agency with a
£10-million turnover and which has now been
recognised as “SME of the Year” at the 2022
Great British Awards Business and Community.
The emphasis for Banya has always been
on helping children heal from trauma in safe
and secure surroundings so they can grow into
emotionally healthy adults. The support that
Banya gives is vital in this.
“It’s all about providing stability and support
that wraps around both the carers and the

children,” says Chido Poe, Banya’s Managing
Director.
This determination to provide secure and
positive environments was tested during the
Covid-19 pandemic when, like many others
in health and social care, Banya had to be
dynamic and creative in its response.
“We regard foster carers as frontline
workers,” says Chido, “and we considered
it essential to support both them and the
children in the difficult challenges that
lockdown brought and protect them from risk
as far as we could.”
Providing online events, homework helpers,
and the “let’s talk” service to ensure both
children and carers had sufficient support
were important components in embedding
consistency and stability, further helped by
Banya’s provision of laptops to help children
with distance learning.
The dedication demonstrated by the team at
Banya has certainly paid off, which is ten times
more successful than other agencies when it
comes to making successful placements.
After a journey which has seen Banya
grow from small start-up to significant social
enterprise, it seems fitting that, as its founder,
Nyasha has now been honoured with the
Lifetime Achievement Award and is now
widely regarded as a thought leader in the
field.
“There’s lots to look forward to,” says Chido
Poe, “and we’re all really excited about the
next stage of Banya’s journey.” l
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Conversation Worcestershire

‘Persistence and putting in the time’ – is the key to success, according to the Founder
and CTO of INDRA Renewable Technologies. Mike chats with Ruby Edwards from
You Do Better PR:

A redundant brownfield eyesore site on a
Worcester residential street is being brought
back to life in a deal brokered by Worcestershire
estate agent Nicol and Co.
The land and development team at the leading
independent estate agent has brokered the
transaction which will see the disused industrial
site in Sunnyside Road undergo a dramatic
transformation.
A private investment company has paid an
undisclosed sum for the unconditional purchase
of a half acre site on Sunnyside Road that used
to be part of the Gregory Mill industrial estate.
The original buildings have already been
demolished and Nicol and Co is currently
advising on the potential planning options
available, which may include residential housing
in keeping with the street.
Luke Alexander, senior land and development
consultant at Nicol and Co, said: “This is the
third deal we have brokered with the same
client in the past 12 months.
“The purchasers are experienced and
could immediately see the potential for
redevelopment, and so were prepared to
purchase unconditionally, at a value similar to
a site with planning consent in place, so the
vendor is equally happy.”
He said the deal pointed the way forward for
the redevelopment of similar sites within the
city.
“It can often be more straightforward to
redevelop brownfield sites within the city
of Worcester, rather than building in open
countryside on the outskirts of towns and
villages. Following demolition of the previous
building this plot, sitting behind hoardings, on a
residential street, has been an eyesore for some
time.”
He added there was strong demand for similar
sites in Worcestershire and beyond, and Nicol
and Co is keen to hear from any landowner who
requires advice on how to take a site forward.
Nicol and Co is Worcestershire’s leading
independent estate agent and has offices in
Droitwich, Worcester and Malvern. l

How did you start doing what you’re doing?
I started out with a project to convert a petrol Mazda RX8 to full electric in 2011; about a
year before Tesla released the Model S. It was only really the Nissan LEAF and Mitsubishi
i-MiEV that were on sale in the UK when I started. It was really a passion project, but
I learned a lot from it, building a small hobby business in 2013 and eventually a small
team working with ‘on vehicle’ technology and parts supply to some of the small car
manufacturers in the UK.
As it became more obvious that electrification of vehicles was to become mainstream, I’d
say around 2016, we realised to scale we needed to look at a different part of the market,
a small consultancy was going to be lost in the world of large global R&D teams at the
big carmakers. To make a difference, we needed to focus on something smaller and more
achievable than trying to convince all global carmakers to accelerate their EV programs – that
was only a matter of time anyway. I mapped out two industries, Energy with the transition
to net zero, and Vehicles, moving towards electrification. Eventually, our work there led to
the fact that there was a crossroads where Indra could position itself to offer smart energy
technology products and services that span the two industries.
That led me to focus on creating the smartest EV chargers possible, because I believe that
controlling when we use energy is the key to making net zero a reality. And from that idea,
Indra entered its growth stage.
Our ambition is to enable people to make the best decisions for them and the planet
when it comes to transport, energy and sustainability. And have fun along the way.
You’re responsible for…
As CTO, I am responsible for identifying where the industry is heading, and leading the
development of our product offering. What that really means is that I have the opportunity
to work with a team of world class engineers and specialists to take exciting tech concepts
out of the lab and develop them into real, functioning technology that will be able to help
us all meet our net zero targets… and what’s also great is the fact we’re developing and
building world-leading technology right here, in Malvern.
What’s the key to your success?
Persistence and putting in the time. I really believe in what we
are doing and everyone at Indra has a passion for making a
difference; for being part of the movement to reach net zero;
for taking the time to develop technology that is both intelligent
and reliable. And, most of all, we have fun along the way and
never forget that people are the most important part of our
business.
Best piece of advice you’ve received?
I was told by a trusted mentor when I started the business, that I would never change the
world without creating a great place to work. The culture at Indra is very strong and has
strong core values which could have easily become less important or neglected without this
advice. We believe in empowering people and creating an environment to allow people to
develop and operate to the best of their ability. This in turn enables a culture of innovation,
anyone in the company is empowered to push a new idea forward.
This has really stuck with me and became one of my two key drivers for the business when I
founded it. The other was to change the world for the better.
The space to watch is www.indra.co.uk or social media channels: Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn and Instagram.
The full interview can be read here: www.youdobetter.co.uk/2022/04/01/conversationworcestershire-with-mike-schooling/
For more about Ruby and the Pay as you go PR firm head to
www.youdobetter.co.uk
or contact Ruby direct at: ruby@youdobetter.co.uk or 07891 777464
You Do Better | Pay-as-you-go PR
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DESIGNING
A BUSINESS
FROM
SCRATCH
Keiron Perry discusses family genes and building a business with Jon Griffin

K

eiron Perry has built a successful
business entirely from scratch in just a few
short years – and it may be all down to his
family genes.
As the Black Country raised managing
director of Keiron Perry By Design puts
it: “I do truly believe that the reason
the business has been such a success, is
because I treat people, customers and
my team, how I would like to be treated.
I am calm, polite and kind and to have a
successful business, I think you need that.
“My mother and father are the same.
Growing up in the Black Country they
have seen some tough economic times.
Yet they are the most positive people and

I guess they rubbed off on me. They enjoy
life and I am grateful for their outlook on
life.”
Keiron’s bathroom and kitchen design,
supply and fitting operation has enjoyed
huge growth in the last 3 years, providing
an opportunity to recruit and train a
workforce of eight.
He is clearly proud of his family roots
– and equally of the personal qualities
instilled in him from an early age due to
his upbringing.
“My sister is 10 years older than me
and when I was two to three years old my
parents decided to leave the Black Country
and move to the country for a different

way of life for us all.
“It was a difficult start for them, a leap
of faith. They left our family home and
went to work on a farm in Herefordshire.
For the first few years we lived in a caravan
whilst my mother and father worked
on the farm (my sister and I helped with
the fruit picking or any other fun jobs).
Watching my parents made me realise
what they gave up to make a future for
myself and my sister. Growing up in that
sort of environment you saw that they
worked really hard.
“They were land workers, it taught me
a lot about work ethic and about how you
have got to give it 100 per cent all the
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time. Even now, it is still quite humbling,
I guess I learnt a lot about my work ethic
from my mother and father. They worked
at physically demanding jobs and always
found the positive in what they were
doing.”
Keiron readily admits that the toil and
graft of his early years working in factory
jobs helped give him a broad perspective
on life and eventually build the expanding
kitchens and bathrooms business he runs
today from his base in the Evesham area,
where he lives with solicitor wife Charlotte.
“Living where we did in the country,
there were many local factories and from
school I worked in many different roles
there. It was a really happy time in my life,
and even my father would admit, we had
some fun.
“Every job has its positives and negatives
and I learnt a lot from that time. Clocking in

‘‘
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and out at set times you have to have good
time management, and with the work in
factories dealing with machinery you have
to have good attention to detail.
“I worked with a lot of people and I
learnt what it was to work for good bosses
(and not so good bosses). I knew then
the type of leader I wanted to be, I knew I
had drive and determination to be a good
example and a leader in the future.”
That drive and determination would
ultimately lead to the Worcestershire-based
Keiron Perry By Design bathrooms and
kitchens business which has seen turnover
jump by around a third in the last year as
homeowners lighten the Covid gloom with
house renovations. Meanwhile, Keiron’s
previous experience had taught him vital life
lessons.
“I didn’t get into the building industry till
I was 27 so until that point, I had numerous

“I guess I learnt a lot about my work ethic from my mother and
father. They worked at physically demanding jobs and always
found the positive in what they were doing.”

jobs from factory work to even security
work and they got me through my 20s.”
The work ethic he had inherited from his
parents was beginning to shape his future
ambitions.
“I never had a day off and I guess that in
the background I knew that I needed more,
and wanted more, for myself.
“I met my wife, I was working in security
and she had just come back from working
abroad. That is how I started to get into the
building industry. I realised that night work
in security back then wasn’t suitable for
a normal relationship – I was approached
by a friend of mine who had a building
company so I started as a labourer, my
Monday to Friday job was moving bricks,
sand, stone.
“I knew by taking that job that I would
be starting a whole new career with little
experience. But like my parents, some
things are worth taking the risk for. I was
starting again at 27 but I saw the potential
of being around skilled tradespeople and
what I could absorb from them, their faults
as well as their positives. I was trained by
them. I was always approachable and they
could see that I was interested.”
In 2007-08 Keiron’s then boss,
Andy Griffiths, adapted his business to
concentrate on kitchen and bathroom
installations at a time of recession which
would wreak havoc across much of the
UK’s building sector in the aftermath of the
credit crunch and the subsequent banking
bailouts.
“Andy focused on the installation of
kitchens and bathrooms and from the first
moment I knew I had a passion for it. Andy
taught me everything he knew, which I will
always be grateful to him for.
“Due to the recession work started to
slow and it was the first time that I was
having weeks off work. My wife was
training to be a solicitor at the time and
together we decided I needed to try and
make a go of this myself. My wife certainly
believed in me. We invested our savings
for me to buy a van and I approached
friends who own an exceptional local
design company, Method, to help me
with designing the Keiron Perry By Design
website.
“From that, my business was born
and started to grow. Moving to Evesham
I started to promote it and I was able
to pick up a lot of work in some of the
surrounding villages. It didn’t take me

long for me to get a foothold with local
suppliers. I started to build the name and
the brand in Evesham and the surrounding
areas.
“It wasn’t easy, I was a new face in a
small town. The first job was nerve-racking
as all the responsibility was on me. I had to
make this work. For the first time in my life
I didn’t have a boss to fall back on. Luckily
for me the people of Evesham are a friendly
bunch, competitors and all. I made some
great connections with local trade suppliers,
and over time our relationships have gone
from strength to strength.”
As the years passed, slowly but surely
Keiron strengthened his foothold in the
local kitchen and bathroom industry. When
the pandemic struck Keiron came up with
fresh ideas for designs and installations to
provide homeowners with some relief from
the gloom.
“People want their homes to be
beautiful. I love meeting people, creating
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and delivering on our designs to see their
dreams become reality. With a new way
of working coming into play, more and
more of us are spending time in our homes
and they should be a place of peace and
comfort, I simply love being a part of that.”
Today Keiron at 43 has come a long way
since re-starting his career at 27, and is
contemplating a prosperous future as the
man at the helm of Keiron Perry By Design.
“I believe in investing in people and
having a happy, strong, capable team
around me. In 2021 I have invested
significantly in the business and I have gone
from having one vehicle to now four. I am
committed to reinvesting in the business
and my team.
“ I am creating the best fitting teams,
making sure that they have the highest
skillset and investing my time into training
them. What does the future hold for Keiron
Perry By Design? I will look at showrooms
at some stage but for now, I am committed

to continue to grow an exceptional fitting
and design team branching out further and
continuing to provide excellent service.”
But just as he has always stayed true to
his family roots in his approach to life and
work, Keiron has also stuck by the principles
and lessons he picked up as a labourer in
his early days on building sites.
“I intend to always be hands on. It
is in my nature. I will be there training,
developing and supporting my team as a
good leader should. I will be there, in the
loft, under the floorboards, out in the rain,
whatever needs to be done.”
Keiron’s approach to running his
company seems to be paying off. “I
have plenty of work coming in, I have a
really great team around me, eager to
learn, to grow with the business and I am
constantly astounded at their skill, drive and
determination to be the best.”
Those Perry family genes have come in
very handy down through the decades... l

“People want their homes to be beautiful. I love meeting people, creating and delivering on our
designs to see their dreams become reality. With a new way of working coming into play, more and
more of us are spending time in our homes and they should be a place of peace and comfort, I
simply love being a part of that.”
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OPINION

The Bloody SideEffects of Life as
a Stroke Survivor
Martin ‘The Warrior’ Warrillow
on living with brain injury
I’ve written many times about how I try to
play down the difficulties of living with a
brain injury.
I accentuate the positive; I talk about how
being alive and having to deal with the
laundry list of problems I face daily is a
damn sight better than the alternative,
which is being dead, which I so nearly was.
But sometimes, that laundry list of problems
rears its ugly head - and that’s what’s
happened this month.
I take 15 tablets every day, from those
designed to prevent epileptic fits, to those
designed to thin my blood and prevent clots
which can cause strokes, to statins which
I have to take as a result of the stroke, to
various supplements.
They all come with various different
side-effects – some trivial, some less so
and some which I really wouldn’t want to
trouble you with if you are reading this over
your breakfast cereal. I’ve learnt to live with
and regulate a lot of them but by far the
most difficult to live with are the bloodthinners. They can lead to nose-bleeds
lasting up to 30 minutes; they mean using a
hand-razor can be a daily challenge because
if I nick myself…..
This month, I discovered another challenge.
I had just finished a Zoom call when I
spotted blood on the back of my left leg.
“Where’s that come from?” I thought.
Within seconds, I had no time to think any
further about that as I realised that blood
was oozing from somewhere on my lower
leg.
I ran to the bathroom and grabbed a length
of toilet roll. Then another. Then another. I
called Mrs Warrior, a trained phlebotomist
who knows how to deal with unexpected
flows of blood.

She found the bag of bandages and plasters
we keep for such occasions and applied
a plaster the size of my hand to the area
from which the blood was coming. And it
kept coming – for six hours. Plasters and
bandages of all shapes and sizes failed to
stem the flow and before we went to bed,
she wrapped my leg from knee to ankle in a
special bandage.
We woke up to ruined bedsheets. With
my GP surgery closed because of a Covid
outbreak, we were directed to the Minor
Injuries Unit of my local hospital, where the
bandage was applied with several plasters.
It stopped the flow of blood but I had to

wear it for 72 hours. We still don’t know
what started the flow of blood although
it’s possible an errant toenail might be
responsible.
It was not a nice experience and it was
certainly one I don’t want to repeat
any time soon. But the thing I have to
remember is that these tablets are keeping
me alive, they are reducing the risk of
another stroke. Would I rather be alive and
taking these tablets with all their challenges
or do I face up to the alternative? No
contest, is it? l
Website: www.askthewarrior.com
Podcast: Thewarriorpodcast.libsyn.com
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RIDING
TODAY’S
WAVE
Luca Rubinacci on 90 years of the Rubinacci tailoring house. By Josh Sims.

F

or years and years the fashion industry
has been saying the suit is over - I
remember it in the 90s, in the early 2000s.
How many times have I heard ‘no more
ties’? I was 20 and I was hearing that.
And yet ties are still here,” sighs Luca
Rubinacci. “The fact is that the world is big
and there is cake for everyone. And, really,
remember that bespoke tailoring is such a
niche. If it’s what you’re into you can come
to us. If you’re not, no problem, you’ve no
need to.”
Rubinacci might well suggest as much.
He is the grandson of Gennaro Rubinacci,
founder, 90 years ago this year, of the
Rubinacci tailoring house, doyen of

leisurely Neapolitan style, with its easy
shoulder and cardigan comfort, and pioneer
of the deconstructed jacket. It’s one of the
most prestigious tailoring houses in the
world. And one of the more progressive.
“Take what I’m wearing today,” says
Rubinacci. “I’m wearing a nice doublebreasted jacket, a turtle neck - so very
comfortable, loafers, and trousers with
pleats, turn-ups, super-classic. It’s elegant
but sporty. But look at the trousers again
- if I lift my sweater you see they have
a draw-string waist, like jogging pants.
Nobody knows that because aesthetically it
all looks all very classical. But I know.
“And that’s the difference between

a fashion brand and a tailoring brand
- the fashion brand wants to show that
drawstring because it’s trendy,” he adds.
“But the important thing for an old tailoring
company like ours is to keep an open mind
about using a drawstring, for example. Of
course my father [Mariano Rubinacci] and I
argue about things. He says he’d feel stupid
suggesting to a client that he have jogging
trousers because he says he’s too old to
change. And he’s right. But I’m in the now,
in this generation. I’m not changing the
world but I am riding today’s wave.”
Indeed, even if you’re not the kind to
pay £5000 for one of Rubinacci’s suits,
you may well have heard of Luca, not least
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because the creative director of the family
firm has, over the last decade, become
something of an enduring Instagram
sensation, with 300,000 people following
his smiley love of dressing up. Social
media has helped transform a tailor famed
in Italy into one with international pull allowing it to launch a ready-to-wear line,
for example, to build collaborations with
the likes of Patek Philipe and Hublot, and
drive custom to its London store, managed
by Luca’s twin sister Chiara. Luca is from
a family of four children, with three sisters,
all of whom work for the company.
“I’m the last one, so I think my father
pushed hard to get me into the business,”
he laughs. “But my grandfather was
this master guru of tailoring so I knew I
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couldn’t match that, so the idea was always
to in some way be ahead of him, by doing
something different. I was third generation
of an already very famous tailoring house.
I said to my father that what we do is great
but there’s no face to the brand and that my
generation needs that. My father reminded
me that if it was my face given to the brand
I’d also be the first to be killed - anything
negative would be on me too. But it’s
worked out well.”
“But the social media thing is not about
encouraging men to copy the way I dress
- you don’t have to like the way I dress at
all - but to encourage them to experiment,”
adds Rubinacci, who lives in Milan. “Look
at ‘style icons’ and they tend to be famous
for wearing the same thing all the time, for

wearing their uniform. They only wear, say,
a blue blazer, white t-shirt and vintage jeans
and think they’re a style icon. Well, yes,
you’ve come to be identified for wearing
that. But who wants to be identified in that
way? I’m more like an ice cream maker - I
like to make many flavours. I want to try
everything.”
That spirit, he says, is crucial not just
to the survival of the Rubinacci business
- compare the fate of tailors on Savile
Row that have not survived the pandemic
- but to the world of bespoke tailoring
at large. It’s a constant wake-up call for
Rubinacci’s tailors - Rubinacci doesn’t cut
and sew himself, and nor does his father.
Rather they work exclusively with, they
say, the best tailors in Naples, some of

whom - the likes of Cesare Attolini - go
on to be tailoring superstars themselves.
Even his grandfather fell into tailoring - an
art dealer who was asked by the King of
Savoy to summon the best tailors to Naples,
Gennaro’s good taste saw him so often
pressed for his opinion on matters of style
that he established his own atelier.
“It gives us an open-mindedness that
a lot of tailoring businesses don’t have,”
Rubinacci argues. “Usually with a tailoring
house the head cutter is also the owner and
then there’s a resistance to change: ‘we’ve
done this for so many years, so why change
now?’ They see it as a provocation, not as
a challenge. Some types of garment we
may only made once or twice in the history
of the company. But the attitude has to be
one of ‘why not?’, not ‘why?’. We can give
clients the very clean finish more typically
of English tailoring but with the Neapolitan
structure. Most Neapolitan tailors wouldn’t
do that - they want the shirt sleeves, the
right pockets and if you don’t do that it’s
‘oh my god! Luca, you’re breaking all
the rules!’ It’s not about breaking rules.
It’s bespoke. It’s hand-made. The point
we seem have forgotten is that bespoke is
about doing whatever you want.”
Certainly, while Rubinacci enjoys taking
the photos and making the videos, he’s
also surprisingly old school about both the
values of honest business and the time-line
over which they have to be inculcated.
For all the glamour front of shop, it’s in
the back office that the brand is just as
much built, he argues - “constancy is most
important [for longevity], that and paying
your bills on time, because reputation
matters. You have the respect of all the
people who work for you and you work
with”. And because that’s what carries a
business from generation to generation.
Indeed, he’s quick to confess that what
you see of him in Instagram is perhaps
something akin to a performance, that his
immaculate presentation is far from being
the whole story. “Anyone who meets me
on the beach says ‘hey Luca, can this really
be the same man I see on Instagram?!’. Of
course I’m not dressed up all the time,”
he chuckles. “I don’t sit around for hours
planning what I’m going to wear next. It
actually only takes me five minutes to get
dressed in the morning - and I have a huge
wardrobe.” l
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TAMWORTH’S
VERY OWN
TASTY
ITALIAN JOB
Jon Griffin samples Sunday lunch Italian-style

T

he Staffordshire town of Tamworth
boasts a magnificent castle dating back to
distant Anglo-Saxon times, an industrial
heritage which includes the much-loved
former Reliant three-wheeler car factory
and farmyard stars in the shape of famed
Sandyback pigs – but not too many fine
dining venues down through the decades.
Tamworth has been my adopted home
town ever since I first set foot in the area
in the summer of 1978 as district reporter
for the Birmingham Evening Mail, back in
the days when Reliant were still rolling out
three-wheelers subsequently immortalized
by Del Boy in TV’s Only Fools and Horses
along with stylish Scimitar sports cars and

the most popular places to eat in town were
either a Schooner or a Berni Inn.
The Moathouse, a truly historic landmark
with roots as far back as the late sixteenth
century where Charles the First was once a
Royal guest, housed a Schooner Inn, where
prawn cocktail starters, steak and chips and
black forest gateau were considered the
height of sophistication by many diners, a
little like a scene from that unforgettable
70s play Abigail’s Party. But the party was
invariably good fun and a 70s/80s night
at the Moat deserves to be remembered as
a genuinely enjoyable blast from a more
innocent past.
Similar honest fare was available at the

Peel, a Berni Inn often patronised (in the
nicest sense of the word) by the great and
good of Tamworth and another hotbed for
steak enthusiasts. There were a few Indian
and Chinese restaurants, and little else.....
apart from one gem....
Armando’s in Victoria Road was quite
wonderful, a genuinely classy Italian diner
with old black and white photographs of
mine host’s beloved Juventus football
heroes where ladies were presented with an
orchid at the end of a memorable culinary
evening. It closed the best part of 20
years ago – but its spirit, food quality and
atmosphere live on a few hundred yards
away in the shadow of Tamworth Castle.

‘‘

“A Sunday lunchtime saw a healthy sprinkling of customers tucking in – and why wouldn’t they, given
the vast range of dishes available? The only problem at Portobello is deciding what to choose from such an
extensive menu.”
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A wise man once said that comparisons
are odious and he was probably right. But
I would have no hesitation in declaring
Portobello as the rightful heir to the glory
days of Armando’s. It’s in a class of its
own in Tamworth, an Italian style jewel
where business partners Michael Brown
and Simon Derry – along with their always
attentive manager Katie Searle – ensure
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a friendly welcome and a memorable
culinary experience.
A Sunday lunchtime saw a healthy
sprinkling of customers tucking in – and
why wouldn’t they, given the vast range
of dishes available? The only problem at
Portobello is deciding what to choose from
such an extensive menu.
Julia opted for a starter of Funghi con

Panna, otherwise known as whole
button mushrooms with white wine,
lemon and parmesan in a cream and
garlic sauce served with ciabatta. She
was still talking about it days later, for
all the right reasons.
My choice of starter was Pescato
del Giorno, or homemade fishcake
served on a bed of mixed salad with
chilli and lime mayonnaise. It may well
have been the tastiest fishcake I have
ever encountered in a long and often
unpredictable history of sampling the
dish....they really ought to adapt it into
a main course....
Onto the mains with gusto and Julia
opted for Agnello al Vino Rosso which
sounds a bit like an Italian international
footballer circa 1990 but is actually
chargrilled lamb loins served with
a red wine reduction. Meanwhile, I
chose a long-time Portobello favourite,
Steak Al Pepe, a juicy sirloin served
in a classic green peppercorn and
tomato sauce. The dishes may not have
been first choice for vegans – who
interestingly these days comprise up
to 15 per cent of Portobello business
along with gluten-free customers – but
meat eaters can be assured they are in
for a flavoursome treat. Side dishes of
creamy mash, herby fried potatoes and
mixed vegetables added to the tasty
mix.
There was, fortunately, still some
room for desserts and Julia enjoyed
three scoops of ice cream while I

devoured a Mars Bar Cheesecake (aptly
billed on the menu as ‘You have to try
this! We’ve lost count of the calories).
A pint of Peroni, a splendid glass of
Rioja for me and a glass of house white
for Julia washed the whole meal down
nicely, along with coffee and mints. It
was as good a Sunday lunch as I have
enjoyed for a long time.....
Afterwards, Portobello co-owners
Michael Brown and Simon Derry –
who converted an ‘empty shell’ of a
business back in 2000 into a new town
centre restaurant - discussed their recipe
for business success after nearly 22
years serving up the culinary goods in
Tamworth.
“We are one of the longest-serving
restaurants in Tamworth – we believe
we are unique in the town,” said
Michael. “We offer home-made, quality
fresh food and we try to buy as locally
as possible. The location is fabulous and
there is nothing else like us in the town.
“It is not all about money and profits.
We want repeat business, our customers
are mainly from Tamworth but we have
people coming here from Aldridge and
also from Birmingham. A lot of people
who come here are friends as well as
customers. If you come in as a stranger,
you will leave as a friend. Some people
that come here have been customers for
more than 20 years.”
Simon added: “We get people who
are going to the National Exhibition
Centre and they sometimes stop in
Tamworth because it is cheaper than
Birmingham. And there’s also visitors
to Drayton Manor Park and the
SnowDome.”
Portobello celebrates its 22nd
anniversary at the end of 2022 and its
sheer longevity surely tells diners all
they need to know about this charming
West Midland eating spot.
Or as Simon says: “You are only
as good as your last meal.” It’s a
philosophy that clearly works both for
the management and the clientele at
Portobello. l
*Portobello is open from 5pm
Tuesday to Friday, from 4.30pm
on Saturdays and from 12pm on
Sundays.

Photo: Tamworth Castle by Colin Davies
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One person’s journey from Reservist to Cadet
Force Adult Volunteer

Forward plan with our helpful

EVENTS DIARY
APRIL
25-27

25-27

27

JUNE
Food & Drink Expo, the NEC,
Birmingham

5

3-5

UK Games Expo, the NEC, Birmingham

4

Ladies Day Featuring Boyzlife,
Worcester Racecourse,
Grand Stand Road, Worcester

National Convenience Show, the NEC,
Birmingham
Herefordshire Networking Event & Jobs
Fair, 10:00-12:00, Skylon Park,
Hereford Enterprise Zone, EZ Office,
The Shell Store, Canary Drive,
Skylon Park, Hereford

20-21

20-22

Birmingham higher education
exhibition, the NEC, Birmingham
EnRich - FREE Business Start-up Course,
University of Worcester, City Campus,
Castle St, Worcester

29-30 Gloucestershire Business Show,
Cheltenham Town Hall,
Imperial Square, Cheltenham

MAY
5

for both cadets and volunteers such as
the National Citizen Service, alongside
the development of confidence,
independence and depth of character.

Business over Breakfast (BoB) Clubs Bromsgrove Bromsgrove Golf Centre,
Old Stratford Rd, Bromsgrove

30

Back to festival 22, Catton Hall & Park

Delegate Ticket for Sterling
Worcestershire Expo, 09:00-13:00,
Sixways Stadium, Warriors Way,
Worcester

6-7

Volunteer Expo Live, the NEC,
Birmingham

17-18

Utility Week Live (thenec.co.uk)

21-22

What next? Open Space, The Art
House, University of Worcester,
Castle St, Worcester

The cornerstone of the organisation
is the Sea Cadet Values, which are
instilled and embraced by all cadets
and adult volunteers:

West Midland Reserve Forces &
Cadets Association (RFCA) is a
governmental ‘arm’s length body’
established by an act of Parliament.
They promote the Tri-Service Reserve
Forces and Cadet Forces within the
community through liaison with local
authorities, employers and influential
groups. Managing and maintaining over
30 Reserve Centres and 200 Cadet
Centres, they also promote the Armed
Forces Covenant and act as a bridge
between Reservists and their employers.
Championing the benefits of employing
Reservists and the wider Armed
Forces community, including veterans,
military spouses and Cadet Force Adult
Volunteers (CFAV), is a key part of their
work.
West Midland RFCA spoke to Petty
Officer (SCC) Lisa Wood MA, the
Officer in Charge of Redditch &
Bromsgrove Sea Cadets. About her
journey to, and as a CFAV.
“I served in the Royal Naval Reserves
in Birmingham, at HMS Forward, for
over 21 years. With the unfortunate
disbandment of my branch, I hung up
my Tricorn hat in 2009 saying goodbye
to an organisation that had blessed
me with some of the most amazing
memories, skills and friends to whom I
would still entrust with my life.
To leave an organisation that had
played a huge part in my life and had
given me so much, it was inevitable

To have your event listed here, please email jon@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

that a void would be left. Therefore, I
became a member of the Royal Naval
Association, the Wrens Association and
even established a weekly breakfast
club for veterans and serving personnel
who were in need of some military
humour, camaraderie and support.
Then in 2017 whilst shopping, two
very helpful and polite young people, a
Royal Marine Cadet and a Sea Cadet,
assisted me in packing my bags at the
checkout. I commented on how smart
they looked, popped some money
in the charity bucket and by the time
I reached the door, I had made an
appointment with the Commanding
Officer to become a CFAV.
Having completed the enrolment
criteria to become an adult instructor,
three years on, I am now the Officer in
Charge of Redditch & Bromsgrove Sea
Cadet Unit, with 65 cadets who form a
remarkable Ship’s Company and Royal
Marines Cadet Detachment.
The Sea Cadet Corps (SCC) is
a disciplined, uniformed youth
organisation with the aim of giving
young people the best possible head
start in life through nautical adventure
and fun, based on the traditions of the
Royal Navy.
As a charitable organisation, the SCC
provides for all young people and offers
a multitude of onshore and offshore
activities, hands on qualifications such
as BTECs and community engagement

●

Commitment – to do what I say
I will

●

Courage – to do what I know is
right

●

Self-Discipline – to do what I must

●

Respect – to appreciate and be
considerate to others

●

Honesty and Integrity – to tell the
truth and be a good person

●

Loyalty – to be faithful to those
who invest in me

Being an Adult Volunteer and Officer
in Charge is incredibly rewarding and
fulfilling. I feel privileged to be part of an
organisation who not only contributes
to the shaping of young people’s lives,
but also alongside its core values and
respect amongst its members, provides
a fun, safe and supportive place for
young people to thrive.
The Sea Cadet Corps inspires,
motivates and educates young people
to be the best they can possibly be for
today and the future. I just wished I had
known about it earlier!”

To find out how your organisation
could benefit from supporting the
Armed Forces community, please
contact our Regional Employer
Engagement Director, Philip
Sinclair, on:
wm-reed2@rfca.mod.uk
Learn more about the Cadet
Forces at:
www.wmrfca.org/cadets

